Building the Unbundled Ecosystem

1. Unbundling the Ecosystem
   Systems and policies allow for learners to unbundle and rebundle experiences from a wide selection of in-system and out-of-system sources.

2. Building Competencies
   Coherent competency sets connected to employer need and citizenship are widely available with representative assessment around which a personalized pathway of learning experiences is built.

3. Designing Learning Experiences
   Every person has the opportunity to design and support learning experiences that are available to learners, rated for quality, and connected to competencies that can be verified.

4. Curating the Opportunities
   Every learner can access and contribute to a searchable curated database of learning experiences to find opportunities to both contribute and participate.

5. Rebundling Learning
   Every learner has access to a high-quality coach that can support building pathways of rebundled learning experiences.

We used to think that learning had to happen in a school building. Spoiler alert... that was never true.